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Does anyone remember this?
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Topics covered
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1 . rise of the SaaS model
2. combining TM and translation management
3. TM and mobile technology
4. connection to on-line MT
5. connection to on-line public resources
6. exploiting the TM
7. interface with word processors
8. PDF conversion
9. diversity of operating systems
1 0. availability of free systems



Some interesting questions
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 Has the technology reached a more or less stable 
state?

 How might it develop in the future? Will it indeed 
develop?

‘As regards future developments, it is envisaged that 
as translation professionals become savvier about IT, 
their expectations from technology will rise. Their 
expectations will also expand with every successful 
software product they see, and consequently their 
needs will become more sophisticated, calling for an 
array of additional intelligent features.’

Lagoudaki (2008:204)



How I gathered my information
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 investigating different systems first hand
 examining documentation and company websites
 consulting blogs, translation portals and articles
 broadly speaking we’re interested in innovations 
within the last three years (or, as appropriate, in the 
latest version)

 the workshop focuses on packages that are 
commercially available and those that can be 
downloaded free – not on those still being 
researched or developed

 NB this is a brief overview, from the point of view of 
the end user and definitely not the researcher or 
developer



1. Rise of the SaaS model
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SaaS
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 short for ‘Software as a Service’
 also known as computing ‘in the cloud’
 no software to install – the tool is accessed via your 
browser over the WWW

 consequently, accessible from anywhere
 latest version always available – no need to upgrade
 payment is by monthly (or annual) subscription
 Wordfast Anywhere probably the first such service 
(released in May 2010)

 other systems include Wordbee, XMT Cloud and 
Google Translator Toolkit



2. Combining TM and translation 
management
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What a translation management tool 
allows you to do
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 assign work to translators
 manage workflow and deadlines
 track costs and revenues
 assess quality
 or, for a freelancer, track and manage projects



An example: the Wordbee interface
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3. TM and mobile technology
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 to what extent has TM technology started to bridge 
the gap to tablets, phones and other mobile devices?

 on 1 September 2010 Wordfast Anywhere 
announced support for the iPad and on 1 2 October 
2010 for the iPhone and other smartphones. It can 
now be used ‘on virtually any device’
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‘This makes it possible to complete a full job with an 
iPad, from source file upload to the delivery of the 
translated file (using a full suite of Translation Memory, 
glossaries, Machine Translation, etc.), without ever 
dealing with a local hard disk.’ (Translate 2 Evolve 
2011)



Other SaaS tools
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  two other SaaS tools tested – Wordbee and XTM 
Cloud – now also work on the iPad…



Wordbee
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Wordbee
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XTM Cloud
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XTM Cloud
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Non-SaaS systems…
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 it has not been possible to discover any non-SaaS 
systems that offer versions that run on tablets or 
mobile devices

 on the other hand, a tool such as TeamViewer can 
be used to connect to your PC remotely from a 
mobile device and so access all applications 
remotely



memoQ accessed in iPad via TeamViewer
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4. Connection to on-line MT 
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 instructions used to be provided by several 
companies for connecting their tool to a locally 
installed MT system

 if nothing is found in the TM, the segment is sent for 
on-line translation

 the MT output can then be post-edited by the 
translator and incorporated into the TM
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 in this way, output from GoogleTranslate, Microsoft 
Translator, etc. can be used to populate empty 
segments

 this is a feature that is now offered by a wide range 
of TM tools: e.g. SDL Trados Studio 2014, memoQ 
6, Déjà Vu X2, Wordfast, Lingotek, Multitrans, 
Heartsome, OmegaT, Fluency 2011 , Across, XTM, 
Wordbee and Swordfish (see Zetzsche 201 3:22)



5. Connection to on-line public 
resources
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a) TMs
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 Wordfast offers connection to the ‘VLTM’ – a free 
and confidential remote TM that will complement 
your own private ones

 there are other free remote TMs available – e.g. 
MyMemory, which may be consulted directly or via a 
TM tool (for example, through plugins), or from which 
you can download TMs

 memoQ offers plugins for MyMemory and TAUS



b) Terminology
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6. Exploiting the TM
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Concordance search
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Assemble from portions (Déjà Vu) or 
fragments (memoQ)
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Muses (memoQ) or Deep Mining (Déjà 
Vu)
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‘A Muse is a heavy resource in memoQ. It provides 
subsegment suggestions to users as they type in the 
translation grid. Muses collect single and multiword 
expressions in source and target content, identifies 
correlations between source and target, and suggests 
the target expressions as a suggestion in the 
predictive typing.’

Likewise Deep Mining.



7. Interface with word processors
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 traditionally, there have been two main TM tool 
interfaces
 a) Microsoft Word (an approach pioneered by TRADOS 
from the mid-1 990s)

 b) tool-internal editor (traditionally adopted by other tools)



a) The TRADOS Word interface
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b) The now standard SDL Trados editor
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 when first introduced in the mid-1990s, TRADOS’s 
Word interface was considered revolutionary

 in practice, it created problems as well as solving 
them

 interestingly, the Word interface was finally 
abandoned in SDL Trados 2009

 this leaves very few TM tools that still use the Word 
interface



Snowball’s minimalist Word interface
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The split screen of Similis 2.12.15
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 Wordfast Classic and Wordfast Anywhere continue 
to use this approach

 Wordfisher also uses the approach (but isn’t 
compatible with Word 2007 and above)



Anaphraseus comes as an OpenOffice 
macro
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8. PDF conversion
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 has traditionally been a problem for translators
 currently, no tool offers error-free PDF conversion; 
on each occasion several tools may need to be tried 
before an acceptable conversion is arrived at



An example: Wordbee
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 one click conversion of PDFs to Microsoft Word for 
subsequent translation

 preserves layout of the original document
 text contained in images is NOT extracted. The 
converter does not do OCR

 converted a 52-page PDF with tables and images 
into a DOCX file nearly perfectly:



Part of a PDF converted to a DOCX file
by Wordbee
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 Wordfast Anywhere offers built-in OCR of PDFs 
(since April 2011)

 this tool can cope with ‘dead’ PDFs (i.e. PDFs that 
consist of images of text rather than actual text)

 other tools may only offer plain text conversion (e.g. 
memoQ)



9. Diversity of operating systems
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 TM traditionally a predominantly Windows-based 
technology

 OmegaT is Java-based: versions for Windows, 
Linux, Mac OS X and other operating systems

 Swordfish also Java-based
 Wordfast Pro and Wordfast Classic: versions exist 
for the Mac

 Cafetran:  versions for Windows, Mac OS X and 
Linux

 Heartsome: versions for Windows, Linux, Mac, 
Solaris and Unix



10. Availability of free systems
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 Wordfast was first to be offered free
 now Wordfast Anywhere, ForeignDesk, OmegaT, 
Similis, Across, Anaphraseus, OpenTM2 + others
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Thank you very much!

Mark Shuttleworth
m.shuttleworth@ucl.ac.uk
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/markshut
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